PRESS RELEASE
Semmco showcases rail solutions at leading Middle East exhibition
British design and engineering specialist exhibits rail solutions at
Middle East Rail 2018
Semmco, a leading global manufacturer, design and engineering company offering a wide range of
maintenance access equipment for the rail industry, exhibited its comprehensive range of solutions at
Middle East Rail 2018. Semmco has an impressive roster of UK customers including Virgin, Scott Rail,
East Midlands Trains, Birmingham Metro, and Arriva to name a few.
In 2017 Semmco opened a maintenance and assembly facility in Dubai to better service the growing
portfolio of clients throughout the Middle East, Far East and Africa. Attendance at Middle East Rail
2018 demonstrates how the company now operates at the core of the Middle Eastern market and is
committed to supplying customers with quality product.
Semmco products meet stringent working at height requirements, with usable, multi-functional
equipment that improves the working day for engineers carrying out essential rail maintenance.
Utilising a ‘bolted and plated’ system, unlike competitive welded maintenance steps, Semmco
platforms are easy to service on site, guaranteeing speed of deployment.
With offices both in the UK and Dubai, Semmco distributes globally and is committed to quality, user
safety and reliability through innovative designs, while manufacturing cost effective engineered
solutions.
Front Access
Semmco provides an innovative range of front access working platforms designed for rail stock front
access either mounted on rails or caster wheels for workshop use. Working platforms can be either
fixed or variable height, ladder or step access. The products are constructed from lightweight
aluminium, providing stable and rigid access.
Side Access Steps
A complete compact and sturdy range of lightweight access steps with fixed or adjustable height
options designed to be used as standalone, or integrated with the module platform range. With fixed

hand rails and optional step treads, the range of steps are easy to manoeuvre with stationary fixed
feet or castor feet. Semmco’s range of bridging steps offer an excellent solution for safe passage
across equipment areas, track areas or as working platforms with access steps from both sides.
Roof Access
The unique aluminium construction ensures the steps and platforms are easy to manoeuvre and
offers various configurations with many options to suit differing work and access requirements
around rolling stock.
Ben Hoyle, Business Development Manager for the Middle East, Asia and Australasia at Semmco said:
“It’s an exciting time for the rail industry in the Middle East and we were thrilled to introduce our
rail offering to the market at Middle East Rail 2018. We found the show a positive experience,
delivering new opportunities for Semmco DWC, and we look forward to seeing the success of the
rail projects in the region in the next few years.”
For further information on the Semmco Aviation range, call the UK office on +44 (0) 1483 757200
or visit www.semmco.com
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About Semmco:
Semmco is an innovative British engineering company that designs, manufactures, installs and services a wide range of
ground support equipment and aviation access platforms for its global network of aviation clients.

Since 1993, Semmco has led the way in providing innovative designs and intelligently engineered maintenance equipment for
the aviation and rail industries alongside respiratory safety equipment for teams working in high-risk environments.
Through close working relationships with its clients, Semmco has designed and developed an extensive range of high quality
equipment that meets the needs of teams on the ground and conforms to worldwide safety standards. Products are built to
last and enable maintenance, service and inspection work to be carried out safely across the range of aircraft in operation
today.
Manufactured from quality materials, and designed with the user in mind, the products feature innovative developments that
make complex tasks easier to carry out during maintenance work therefore keeping the engineer safe whilst preventing
potential damage to the aircraft.
Semmco’s range of modular platforms can be used across multiple aircraft, ultimately saving time and money for its
customers. The entire range of ground support equipment is easy to operate and locate, limiting manual handling and
improving efficiency. Alongside the standard products, Semmco offers a consultation and intelligent design process, for its
customers to achieve bespoke solutions for each airline.
The extensive range of products includes:
•
Ground Support Equipment
o Nitrogen and oxygen charging trolleys
o Wheel and brake changers
o Portable nitrogen charging kit
o Jacks
•
Aviation Access Platforms
o Variable height steps
o UCAS (under cowl access steps)
o Crown skin and APU access
o Docking solutions
Our after sales service includes maintenance and repairs as required. Alternatively customers can opt to sign up to our
annual service contracts. Lease/Hiring and Total Care Package options for equipment are available on request.
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